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The inventor of this theorem was Isaac Newton who in 1 676 gave it
through a letter to H. Oldenbcrg. Before, he could devise 

it general
theorem, the Hindus and Arabs new the expansion up to tile 2nd and the
3rd power only to which Vieta added the expansion up to the 4th power.
But, all this was through simple multiplication and without the discovery
of the law of expansion, the credit for which goes to Newton.

Now, we take a few expansions On the existing lines to enable the
reader to grasp the manner in which the terms appear

(x +y) x5 + Sx ty I 0x3y + I Ox 1y -t . 5xy 4 + y
Some special features of the above expansion are

(i) The total number of terms are one more than the power, ie,,5 + 1=6 in the above case.
(ii) The coefficients of the terms are symmetrical, riz., 1, 5, 10, 10,5, 1. These can also be expressed by combinatorial expressions of the

form 3G0 . SCI, 5C , 5C,, C'4 , C'5 respectively.

For these coefficients there is a table in the form of a triangle called
Pascal's Triangle which can be constructed intuitively beginning with
power I to n in a ladder like fashion without any difficulty.

Pascal's Triangle
[Showing coefficients of terms (v -f-y)']

Size of n	 Binomial coefficients 	 Sun
/	 1	 1	 22	 1	 2	 1	 43	 1	 3	 3	 /	 84	 1	 4	 6	 4	 I	 165	 1	 5	 10	 10	 5	 1	 326	 1	 6 15 20 15	 6	 1	 647	 1	 7 21 35 35	 21	 7	 /	 1288	 / 8 28 56 70	 56	 28	 8	 1	 2569	 1 9 36 64 126 126	 84 36	 9	 1	 512

10 1 10 45 120 210 252 210 120 45 10 	 1	 1024
The above triangle is based on the principle that

+IC,nC,_1+nç 
proved in the earlier chapter.

This solves the problem of the coefficients when the indices of the
expansion are positive integers. One can note the symmetry of the succes-
sive coefficients. This can be observed from the fact that the coefficients
equidistant from the middle term are the same,

since 
(iii) The coefficients of the first and the fast terms arc the same
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(iv) The indices ofthe terms rise from 0 to 5 in the case of second
element of the binomial and come down from 5 to 0 in the first element.
Since

(5c'0)x 5yO 4- (CJ )xy' -l-( C ) x51y2 -I- (5C3)x3y
Naturally, as y° 1 and C0 = 1, the first term remains as xS and

through a similar logic as C=l and X0r= I the last term remains as y5.

Further, it should be noted that the sum of the indices of elements in
the two terms is equal to the index of the expansion as elaborated below

Terms	 Sum of indices

x5y° 	 5
	x 4y 1	 5

x 3y 2	 5

and so on.

101. BINOMIAL THEOREM
Statement. If (x + a) is a binomial expression, the expansion of

(x+a)" is given by

	

(x-3- a)nrc 0 x n +C1 x"	 + .,. +"C,x"a' 	 'C,a"

Proof. The theorem can be proved by the method of induction.

Step 1. By actual multiplication, we have
(x -F- ) 2 = 4 2xa +a2 2 Cox I + 2C1 xa 2CO2

(x + (4)3= x3 -f- 3xa-f- 3xo + &

+ C3 xa + 3C2xa' + 3Ca3

Thus the theorem is true when n has the values 2 and 3.

Step II. To prove this theorem by the principle of mathematical
induction we shall now assume that the theorem is true for some particular
value in of n, and we shall show that it is true for in -F I of ii also. So we
assume

(X+O)m=mCoXl_mCiXm a._C2xm a+ ... +"C,x a'-4- .-. -I- mCm

Multiplying both sides by (x-l-- a), we have
(x+a)m(x± a) = [xm +CxlafCsxm_2at+...

-I- 'Cam](x -1. a)
=xrX" + 'C1x'a

4- a[xm +C1 _ a+ mC2xm_za2+.. + m Crx ra T + -F mc a]
- ' . "C1 x"a+ 'C. - x m - 1 a2 f.. + m C,x' P a' + .. -f C,XOm

-t- .x"'a--+C,x"-'a'+

(x . f.a)"i+ l = x' +(l -+-"C1)x"a-1-('"C1 +"C2)x"a2 +...

Now
in! in

C,.1 +Cr i_(in—r+ 1) ! F r !(m—r)!
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,n! (r-1-in -ri-])	 'II	 (in-4- fl
r (in - r-- 1)!	 r ! (in - r -j- I)!

- (in4-1) !
r ! (in-rj I)

and

( x 1C1x''a .lC_a 2 + '" ' '-:3	 ° 4

Thus the expansion of (x 1- a)- is exactly of the same form as that
of (x I a)", i.e. the theorem is true for next higher value (in 1- 1) of in.

Step UT. But we have seen that the theorem is true for the value
n--3, therefore it should be true for the value 3- I =4.

Hence the theorem is true for all positive integral values of it.

Reniarks 1. The expansion of the binomial (x_a)n is given below

	

(x-o)" — x11 1 C1 (_a)xn1 -i- C (_.a)2v_2__C.i(_a)3.._3±	 +'C (-a)n
- -	 -1 - C2 a 2x"- 2 -C3ax + ... + ( - I )n C,,a"

Thus, the terms in the expansion of (x—a), are numerically same as(xIa) A with the difference that the terms are alternatively positive and
negative and the last term is positive or negative depending on whether n
is even or odd respectively.

2. We are now aware that in the expansion of (x-l-a)", the coeffi-
cient of the second term is "C L and of the third term it is C0 and so on.
Thus, the suffix of each term is one lc-s thaii the number, therefore 'C, isthe coefficient of the (r +1 )th term.

In the general term we have 'C,, by giving numerical values to r,
we can hud out the coefficient and by assigning appropriate indices to 'x'
and 'a', the whole term can be obtained as follows

i	 "'c • -rr	 n(n-fl(n-2) ...... (n---r.4-. I)
1 r+1-1	

r!
It should be noted that the index of 'a' is the same as the suffix of

C and that the sum of the indices of x and (2 is fl.
3. The simplest form of binomial expansion in the general form is

given below
(I -!-.r)"= 1 -i-"C1 r--00x 2 -b ... +'Crx"+ ... +'(,1x"

z(n - I )
-l-)-nx+-------- X2	 +X"

e.g.,	 (I -l-x) - I +5x+ 10x2 + l0x3 -I- 5x 4 f-X5

The general term in the above expansion indicated by t r+, IS 'Sfollows
1112	 l)(n -2) ... Oi-r-^ I

Xr
--	 -

4. (xJ-y)	
[	

(i	 )T	 .'(l .)t:, where Z:
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5. The hnoiiiial expan nSio of (I x) M is as follows
n(n -1)	 n (n -- I)(x-2)

(1 . x)'-d _X±_jfX2

e.g.,	 (l—x)5 1 -5x+ lOx 2 - 10x3 + 5X'—X5

The general term in the above expansion indicated by t,., is

- 0'
n(n-- J)(n . 2)..(n- r+I)

tr+ I 	(

Example 1 Expand ( s --
 
 
L

Solution. (x_ )' C0x5 4. C1 x 1 (_.)t±Cx 
(_)2

SCC3x2

_x-5x 8 + MY- i0. L+5._L L
x	 x3  x

Example 2. Write down the expansion of ( 3x.4- )	 by the

binomial theorem. By giving suitable value to x and y, obtain the value of
(29-5)4 correct to four significant figures.

Solution.( 3-4 y )4 =(3x)4 - C1 (3x) 3 (_.L)

-C(3x)2 (-4) +4C(3x) 4)a± (— 4_)
=(3x)'--4(3x)3 4 -j-6(3x)' - .. - 4< 3x) ç-+ç-

4

Now (295)=(30--05)	 i(o_ — - .1 )

Substituting x10 and y=l in the above expansion (I), we get
(295) =(3O)-4(30)(05) .1 6(30(05)+

=8,10,000-54,000+ 1350=7,57,350
(to five significant figures)

Example 3. Expand and simplify

( .J2 -f 1)+(/2-l)

Solution. (/2+ 1)6r. (\/2)1'-fC1(\/25. I + C.(v2)4 . 1 2 + GC3 ( \/2 )3 1

-j.C4 (V2) 2 l + 6 C(,/2) I +C6 . ill
C' 1 ( /)i + 6 C2(v'2). 1_ €C>(i2)3.l3

fC4( %/2)2 .l 4 ... 0 (v'2) I+ rC,.I

(/2 + 1 + (V2 - I Y- 2{(V 2)' + 'C,(v'2)4 +(V2)f 6)
(teims with odd indices have cancelled out)
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2	 22-1 6X5x4X3
1.2	 4.3.2.1

2( 8 +60+30+1) . 198
Exa snple 4. Evaluate {v-4- /1}-i. {x.— y
So1 p jt jo) Let {x+Y TI}-- (.v+y),

d	 where y-

A 130	

v5y -- C2.iy + 3C33y, --J aC X"y 1 6(
5xy . . 6Cy

{.v
 6C Xd—AC

. c2X.0	 + Cx2y4	 y5 -(-Adding (I) and (2), we get

{x+ Yx2+ l}+{.v-- Vx2
2 iCox_f 6C ylCv2y4 + Cy}
2C + 6C (x 1) ±8C4x2

2 jxqx(x2+I)+5 .x(x-2x2tj)

-2 { 32x 48f 2 + 1)
EtJIC 5 Write down the 7th tern-i in the expansion of

f 4X 5
5 2)

Solu t ion. In the cxpanjoj1 of (y fa)', the general 
term istr+ 1 - 'C,yn-0r

Putting r - 6,	 4x	 (a.	 5	
and n 9, we get

--	
\9I (_ 5_Y)

9!	 (4x)3	 (5)
53	 (2x)6

98x7

	

	 64xg	 3X5>5x5x5x5
'5x

84x 125	 10500

Example 6.
6. Using the binomial theorem, calculate (1

. 1) 10 correct to6 decimal places.	 (C.A. Intermediate, November 1981]o1utjo, We have
(11) 0 =(l +0l)'o

= 1-f- '°C1(01 )+ '°C(O • I )'- 10C ((II )3j 10G (i1)1)^ 10 (01 )+ 1006 (O1 )6+ C7 (O' I )-- C(OZ )3
+

337

(1)

(2)
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•r1+I0(0i)+45(00l)+120(00O1).j21O(Q00O1)
+252(000001)- 21 0(0000001)
+ 120(0'0000001)+ 45(000000001)4- ......

1-f- P0+0454-0120+00210+000252
-+ 0000210 ± 0'0000120 +000000045

2'59 3742

EXERCISE 1)
1. Expand

(1) (3x —y)4,	 0') - x - + 
2

	

3	 4"(in)	 x - 	 ( II') (1 —x + x).

	

4	 3x

(ii) ( /2 1)5— (v'2- 1 )5.	 [!.C.W.A., December 1990]

2. Write down and simplify
(i) the 11th term in the expansion of (y 4x)30,

3	 4 12
(ii) the 5th term in the expansion of

(iii) write down the 5th term of (v-.
	

)8 
and

show that it does not contain X.

3. Write down

	

i4x	 5 8
(a) 3rd term ironi the end in the expansion of --- 	 -)

"
(b) nth term in the expansion of (x_ 1.)

	

4. Expand	 (Y +

Simplify each term as far as possible. Use your expansion to
evaluate (1.1)8 correct to four places of decimal.

5. Expand in ascending powers of x, up to and including the term
in x3,

(1) (14- --),	
(it) (2—x).

6. Expand [1+(x4x2)]'0 as a series in ascending powers of X up to
and including the term in x. Find the value of (1.0101)10 correct to three
places of decimal.

ANSWERS

1.	 (1) 81x4 — lOSx3y+54X'Y'— l2xya+y4
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x4(it)	 8x3	 8x2 32x 16
1-

243	 135	 15	 40 320	 1024(in) - .4x'--_ 3 f- -- x---.---2435

(iv) I —4x-j- lox 2 -- 16x3 - 19.r1 — i.6x 5 + l0x6 -4x-1-xS	(v) 82.

2.	 (i) 4 10 30C10 . y30 .x 10 (ii)	 (iii) 1120. 3. (a)

(b) (
(n -- I) .(2n	 1)!

4. 21436.	 5. (i) 1+3X+4X-',	 (ii) 64--192x±240x1.
6. 1+10X+55x+2j0x3;1i06.

102. POSITIONS OF TERMS

We have already explained that in the expansion of (I +x)", the
coefficients of terms equidistant from the beginning and the end are equal.
We also know that the coefficient of (r f- 1)th term from the beginning is
RC,. The (r+ l)th term from the end has {(ni- l)--(r j-1)) or n--r terms
before it, therefore, from the beginning it is (n—r-- l)th term and its
coefficient is "C,_,, which has been shown to be equal to "C,.

Therefore, when it is even the greatest coefficient is "C ,, and when
2

n is odd it is "C,_ 1	 or	 nC + i , these two coefficients are however
2	 2

equal.

Example 7. (a) Find the middle term in the expansion of

bX

(b) Find the two middle terms in the expansion of

2x2V(3x

Solution. (a) The total number of terms in the expansion is
12 + 1=13. Since the number is odd, there is only one middle term, i.e.,
the 7th terms.

\
t=1C6 ( 

a I2

- I	 ( —bx)= l?Ca6b6
\ x I

(b) The total number of terms in the expansion are 8 (even) and so
there will be two middle terms, viz., the 4th and 5th.

( 
2x')3 - 840.xlo

1 C(	 n

	

4( 3x )	
-- 3 1	 3
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Example 8. Show that the middle term in the expansion of
(!+x)2-

I.J.5 ... (2n_1)

Solution. In (1+ x) 4 ",x)-', there are (2n 1- 1) terms and so the middleterm is (n F I )th term. Now

(21zH( 	
-- n ! n

Xn

xt,n!n!

[2n(2n- 2T±)i2_1)-3) --- 5.3
nnl

2 11 [n(n— I)(n-2)..2.I }(I.3.5...(2n --l)J
1 Xn n

Al- 	 vn ! n I

[13.5(2':- 1)12 X.

Example 9. Prove that the middle (er,'n of
J	 2,, 

is	 l.J.5 ... (2n	 1)
2x

)'
 ii!

I	 '
Solution. In (x+	 ) , there are (2n + I) terms and so the

middle term is (+ l)th term. Now

Inc	 2n 1	 1xn (
	 )"--

[Sce above example]

103. BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
The coefficients of the expansion of the binomial are the prefixes of

each term, the elements are with variable powers of the binomials. The
coefficients are "CO3 "C1 ... , "C,, indicated briefly as CO3 C1 ,. , C,,. Theproperties of these coefficients are given below

I. In the expansion, of (/+x)", where n is  positive integer, coeffi-cients of terms equidistant from the b eginning and end are equal.
Proof. (r f- 1)th term from the beginning7-t, 1 is "C,x'

Coefficient of (r-j- l)th term from the beginning is "C,
Now total number of terms in the expansion are fl -p 1.
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Since (r I )th term from the end has (11-1 1) - (r + 1), i.e,, n --r term3before it, at the beginning it is (n — r -1- I )th term.

(,1'- I )th term from the end or 1,.., j is nC,_,x1

Coefficient of (r -I- I )th term from the end is "C.' . ='C

('.. "C, =1G4,)
Ij. Sum of the /,uiom (a! cojJicjenis in the e.vpansjon of (1 --) is
Proof. We know that

(1 Fx)" C-f.0

Putting x - 1, we get
(I + ft

III. In the expansion of(! . f-x), the sum of even cofficie,,is is equalto the 511/N of the oil! coejjicienis and each iS equal to 2"
Proof. We know have

(I l-x)' C0+C1x+C,2 I...
Putting x	 --- 1, we get

C--CI+C2C3I C'-- - - - o
C0 - C -- ( --.. C 1 --C3 - (25 +

Sum of odd coefficients- Sum of even coefficients

Also, the sum of each 2_ - 2".

IV. The sum of squares of the coefficients in the expansion of (1 +x)1
(2iz)
('z !)

Proof. We know that
(1+-X)-- Co C 1 x±C3x 2 + .-. +C1xn-1.3C

Also ( .Y + ] )"  CoX -c	 1cf-3- +C 1x +C,,

Multiplying (I) and (2), we get
(I ± x) 2n =- [C0 -- Cx ±C2x1+... -- G _ 1 -'-	 x"]

x [ C'0x1 + C1 x_1 c2xn_2 +... +C_1x-f-G,1
Equating the coefficients of x" on both sides, we get

C1 -4-c9+.,.

Sum of the squares of binomial coefficients is

-- --	 (2'i)!	 - 2n!
(2'i - n) ! - (a )'

Remarh. Equtug coefficients of x 1 on both sides, we get
2 +1 =C01 + C +G+ ...±C1C
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C0C1 C1C C2Ca +... +C,

Example 10. If CO, C Cs,.., C, deflole the coefficients of the ex-
pansion of (I	 prove that

(a) C1 ± 2C2+3C3-f-...

(b) C0 +2C 1 +3C2 -F- ... +(n 1),C,.==(n+2).2-'

(c) C0 + 3C1 -j 5C2 + ... ±(2n+ i).C= (n-f 1)2.

Solution. (a) L.H.S. C 1 i-2C2 - 3C3 -j-- ... -j- n.0

n(n - 1)	 n(n - 1)(n 2)

-'C1+

=n[(1 ±

(h) L.H.S.=C0+2C1+ 3C2 -4- 4C3 -- ... -f(n + 1).C.

2" + n.2" 1 = 2.2' -i-- n•"

=(2+'z).2''- R.H.S.

(C) L.I1.S.=C0 + 3C1 ±5C2 + ..- - (2'i + 1).0
=(C,fC1 ±C2 ±...-I C H2(C f2C2+..+iiC)

=2+ 2(n.2)==2(1 + n)= R.H.S.

Example 11. 11(1 +x)n = C0 + C1 x .+ Cx2 + -. +	 prove that

C 1 2C2 3C3	nC	 n(n4- 1)

CO''i	 2	 n-i

C	
1	 C	 2"----1

(b)

Solution.
2.n(n— 1)	 3.n(n— 1)(11-2)

n	 2	 31 
(a) LH.S.-	 n(n_1)+fl

fl
(n1) f(n--2)+ ...+I	 JLR.H.S.

C1  C,,
(b) L.H.S.00 + - + ( 32----..

n(n — 1)
n	 L2

1+
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n(n--1)	 1
--	 2 + 1.23

- i[	 j
['I 'C - -	 f-" 'C9 ± ... + u+JC,	 i

I2'IFt_I
[(I Fl	 - I ]:	 =R.I I.S.

Example 12. If a 1 , 0.2 , 03 , 0 3 arc the coefficients of the second, third,
fourth and fifth terms' respectively in the binomial expansion (1 +x), prove
that

a3	 203
- a3

	

Solution. Since (1-1 x)"=l -f-"C3x	 C2 X2 + "C3x 
a 1 _C1 , a2 -_C2 , a8 =-C3 , a4n-C

U H S

	

a nc	 tic

	

 4	
——

._.
0 1 ± 03 03 + 04 "C1 ± C2 "C3
"C	 "C

-=	 [Using the formula "Cr +"C_ 1 +1C11

n(n__ l)(n- 2)
n	 3. 2.1

	

(n-{-1)n i1)p	 1)(n2)
2.1	 4.3.2.1

2	 4	 6

	

=±-	 Ti
and R H.S.:- 

2a	 2.C2	 2."C2

02 ± 03 "C2+"Cl ?i-1C3

2	
- I)

	

2.!	 3.2.1	 6
= (nfl)n (n—fl ni-I

3.2.1

L.H.S.— R.H.S.

Example 13. Find the coefficient of x4 in the expansio n of
I

(x4±-)

iS
Solution	 in the expansion of (x4i-_-)

X 3

)
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- 1C,xO_4r,x_3r

- 15C,x60_7

This term will contain x 1 if 60-7r 4, i.e., r-:8

	

The required coefficient of x .	 151
8 17

Example 14. Find whether there is any term containing x9 in theexpansion of

(
2x2	

/\20

.- -)X

Solu011.	 in the expansion of (2x --

.2a(' (2x2)20_n(	 1)
X

( - I)r 20C,(2)-x10

The term will contain x 9 if 40- 3r- 9, i.e., which is notPossible because r must be a positive integer. Hence there is no termContaining x 9 in the given expansion.
Example 15 , Finj the term indepej'nt of x in the (;'.\V(J?JSiOfl of

2
f3	 J\9

X2— -)( T 2x,

Solutjo, r, in the expansion of (

=9C...-_x2 
) 'I — r(_ , )r

5	 2x

	

9c,(	 W)"'(— ) r (2x)-

9c( ._ )0'X1-17 ( Or 2x-'

= QC, ( -1 )9_ (-1)' 2—xlS_3r

This term will be independent of x if
18--- 3r= 0, i.e., if r—.6

The required term independent of X

-(_01.9C6 ( 
3
T

 )96 
2-6

	91	 33	 1	 2268
613!'5 '28000
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Exariiple 16. [iiul tin.' (con uc(lOp/'r(Jent al x (or the c/n:siant term
or the a/'50h110 (erm) fn the e'pansion of

,,
I - 

/ ) : 5!1

\.	 x3

Solution.	 e -1

-	 r X'	 = ( - 1 )'.9C,,

This term will be indepemlent of x, if 3n -	 U, i.e., r- (.

Required terrn r (-I)'.-C,, ( - I

EampIe 17, lind the term in (/epelz,Jc/zt of -v in the e jai;sion of

( 
2x-4	 [C.A. Entrance, June, 1984]

Solut jo_i	 Let us assume that (r - I )tli term he independent of x in

the expansion of ( x-----'
ci	 121

trl•1	 15c ( 2 ) 15	 ()

Since this term is independent of x, we must have
15-3r=-O

or	 r==5

Hence the 6th term is independent of x and its value is given by
t- -105.20.(— 3)5 - -

Example 18. (a) If the 21st aiif 22nd terms in the expansion of
(1 X)14 are equal, find the value of x.

(h) in the expansion of (1 - x) 1 the fifth term is 24 tim es the third
term. Find the value of x.

Solution. (a) r+ I )th term in the expansion of (I -l-x)"
C,

121 = I4 C v2° and 1.,., • 1C1x1

Now	 t2l22 (given)

-
C.	 44!	 23'21'

1 C24'2	 4J
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23!x21x20!	 21	 7

	

24x23 !x20! 24	 8

(b)	 t1 UC,x

	

t= 21C4x' and t 3	 cX

We are given t-=241
1 C4x4 - 24)IC2x2

11C 
i	 II'	 4!71x2 : 24x

—24x---4
2! x9x8x7!	 72

x+2

Example 19. (a) If the coefficient of x in the expansion of

(x2+ -) Is 270, find k.

(b) If the absolute term in the expansion of (v x	 k)1O i. 405,TZ

find the value of k.

Solution. (a) tr+ i in the expansion of (x2+- Ic 
)5

r_Cr()5_r 
()

' ^- 5Cr x 1 0- 2 ' k' x_r

_.5C,krx1o_3r

This term will contain x if 10-3r-=1, i.e. if r=3.

Now coefficient of X is given to be 270.

5C8k=270, i.e., k3=.0=0n-27

k3

k \10

	

(b) t,+ term in the expansion of (i	 —ii--)

/	 k'='oC (i/X)10r/

	

. I OC (_1) r k	 5-r12

IO-5r
(.])r ' CC, k'.x	 2

This term will be independent of x, i.e., the power of x will be zero if
10— Sr

=0, i.e, if rr=2
2
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Thus the third term is independent of x, and its value is
t3- (. - 1) 2 IQC0

and we are given

(	 1) lC2k- : 4O5, f e.,
10C2	 45

k±3

Example 20. If x' occurs in 1/ic expansion of ( x	
)2fl

prove that its coefficient is
(2,i)

(4 (2rz-r)} ! ( 4 (4n_j_r))

Solution. In the expansion of (x+ 
,i )2
xi-

t f1 = 2 'Cx"	 -	 -0)

In (1), the power of x will be r if
2n-3p-=. r .	 p - 4(2--r)

Substituting this value of p in the coefficient of (1), we have

Required coefficient 2C
(2n --r)

(2n)
4 [(2n-r)! 2'i-5 {(2n—r)} I

{4(2n—r)	 (4n1 r))

Ex.rnp1c 21. In the expansion of (I +x)"', the coefficient of(2r+1)C/1
term is equal to the coefficient of (4r + 5)1/i term. Find r.

Solution. (2r + 1) terni -- 	 - ' oC1 XIr

(4r -I-- 5)th term— t4	 t( 4, +4) 11 IO44- • 4' 14

Coeff. of tr+j --

CoeIf. of14r45_'0C4,+4

Now we are given l oG2, = lOC4rf4

2r f-(4r-l-4)= 10

Hence	 rr- I

Example 22. Find the coefficient of x32 in the expansion of
1	 i

s.
X8 I	 [C11. Entrance December 19831

ImnC=-1C,,_. ticnr-i-n--rn
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Solut ion. Let us assume that x32 occurs in the (r+ 1)th term of
fthe expansion of (x1_ I

.--\.	 x

r 5C. (X4)Is_r. (1

	

X60-4r(
	 j )X3rl&,	

(	 j )

Since x32 is in the ( r +I)th term, we must have
60-7r_32

7r 28

r- 4
15--is 

C.,
 
(- I) - x32 - 1 C4 .x3 -- 1365

Coefficient of a2 is 1365.
Example 23. Find the coefficient of x' 1 in the expansion of2x + 3x) (1 + x)".	 [C. A. Intermediate November 1982]
Solution. Using binomial theorem, we have

(I-2x± x 2) ( 1 +x)"

0 —2x+3x2) ( 1 + "C i x	 .v'-	 C3 x 3 -- .... . -

'1C1x'1)

Coefficient of x" in the expansion of
0 _2x+.3x 2) (f ±x)"
I < "C1 , —2 ' 1 C 0 -- 3 x
1 —2)< 11 C, 4-3 :- C	 [-.•

--1-22+J65•144
EampIe 24. Find the coefficient of x4 in the expansion of(l.+x_2x2). If the complete expansion of the expression is given by

1+ a 1x + a2x1 + ... + a, 2- 2,prove that

a24a4.+ar++a31

Solution. (1) (1 ±x - 2X2)6 =r[1 -l-x(I -_2x)]6
I +'C, .v( I - 2x) + 6Cx 2( 1— 2.x)2 + 6cx3( 1— 2x)'

ei( I - 2x)4 +
1 + 6C, x(l — 2x)+6Cx(I_4x+4r2)

+6C3x3(1_6x+..)+6c4x(l_ )+...
Coefficient of x'-- 4. 6(22_ 6. 6C3+6C4

-6O—I2O--15-..45

(II) Now 0+x-2X2) 1 =1 I +a1x+a2x2 -. _ ... +a12x"
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Putting x - 1, we have
I +a 1 I- c11 + 	 j-	 1)	

...( 1'
Putting X..: - 1, we have

	

I -aL	 I2 64
Adding (I) and (2), we get

2(1 . I a 4 H- a + ....... ' L)	 64	 •.•+'. ....31
Example 25. 1)' the 2nJ, 3r/ and 4th 14!rflIg in the expflz>'jo,i oJ(x -f e)" ure 240, 720 wtd 1080 respective 1), , JiI; ( f X, (I w1 (/ ,z.

Solutjo,i	 (x .. ci)'	 Cv" 1 'C1 x'	 nCv'-g -'c	 dI F
W, :2) V,3J

Eitting 2nd, 3rd and 4th terms, we get

nx"'e: 240

Y ft	 721)

	

.v	 & 1081)	 (3)

MuItipying (I) and (3). we get

)2) X1-1. 240 1080

Squaring (2), we get

1),
X-j4 720'<720

Dividing (4) by ($), we get
,(n 1)(n-2)	 4	 24o>- 1080

	

()	 '1(n --- I )a *i	 720 720
4(n--2)	 1
6(n—l)	 2

8"— I6=6r-6
rz5

Substituting the value of n in (1) and (2), we get
5x 1 r.x - 2'l()

	

10x3a'.--720	
(7)

Divide square of (6) by (7), we get
25.a' 240 Y 240
lOaz	 720
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X' 32, i.e., x-=2
Substituting values of x and n in (I), we get

2405x2- xa=240 *

Hence	 :2, Q --3 and H 5

EXERCISE II)

1. Evaluate the following
" CO- 1 11C1+ 1]C2+''' +1Icu

2. If (1 +x)	 CafC i X+C2 x 2 ± ... +CT,,x", prove the following

Co(a) CLCjC3+C2Cd+

	

	
(2n) !

...+C,,2C::_+2) (n-2)

(b) C0-2C±3C2—...+(— I)" (n+ l)C0
2 2 C1	23 C2
	

2" C,, 3+i I
(c) 2C0 + -f-- -I-	 + ......+ 

1 n_ =

C C	 C,
(d) C0------...-I-(—l)" n•ln-j

-1

3. Show that
('C0•!-'C1+C2+ ... -C-- 2 "c0 + 2 'C1 -"c. I...

4. II P be the sum of odd terms and Q the sum of even terms in the
expansion of (x + a)", prove that

(a) P2_Q2z=(x2_a1)n,

(b) 4PQ=(x+a)2—(x--.-a)'

S. Find the middle term in the expansion of 	 +bx ) in aseen,

ding powers of X.

6. Fir d the middle term of
(i)	 a - X)b0	

(1 +x)2.

7. Find the two middle terms in the expansion of
3y'9M( 3x--- ) (ii) ( 2X

 -

8. Expand (-x	 y--- 4. -)	 giving, in particular, the general term

and two middle terms.
9. Find the middle term of (1 3x4.3x2_x2)2n.
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ID, IF k is a real ii umhcr and If the middle term in the expansion of

(.i-2 
)8 

is 1120, find A.

11. Find the term m(l pendent of x

(i)	
( 2x+-- 

)9, 
(ii)	 (2_	 (iii)	

3-

12. Show that the term independent of x in the expansion ofof
/

----
I I"	 l.3.5...(2n--1)
X

(xi-) is-----------_.2" 

13. Show that there is no term independent of .v in the expansion of
(2v2_._L''1

/
14. Find the term containing y I in the expansion of

( 
2x—y'12 

)10

15. Find the coefficient of
(1) x in the expansion of ('/)9

it, the expansion of (2x1 - I 
)20

(iii) X32 and x	 in the expansion of ( x - - -3-)	 and	 show
that their sum is zero.

(iv) x2 in the expansion of ( 2x-

16. (a) If the Coefficients of x 2 and X3 in the expansion of (3 -f- kx)9are equal, find the value of k.

(b) If the coefficient of x7 and f in, the expansion of ( 3 1
are equal, find the value of 'i,

17. In the expansion of (I + x) 20 , the coefficient of the rth tern) is tothat of the (r+ I )th term is in the ratio I : 2: Find the value of r•

	

18. Find the coefficient of x2y3z in the expansion of (ax -. 	 cz)
19. (a) Show that the coefficient of x 3 in the expansion of

(1+3x)'(l..x)3 is 27.
(1') Show that the coefficient of x 5 in (1	 ).l (I	 2)5 is 60.

20. In the expansion of ( I +X)?+i, the coefficient of x' and x'+lequal, find P.	 are
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i. If -	 occurs in the expansion of ( v l---- ), show that its

coefficient is
(4n)

(4n_3p)} !

22. Find the value of r if the coefficients of (2 r +4)th term and
Cr —2)th term in the expansion of 1 -j-x)' are equal.

23. Write down the fourth term in the binomial expansion of the
function

px - -
X

(;) It' this term is independent of x, find the value of n.

(ii) With this value of a, calculate the values of p and c/ given that
the fourth term is equal to 160, both p and q are positive and p— q- 1.

24. (a) The first three terms in the expansion of (a + h) are 1. 14
and 84 respectively. I)ctcrniine.a, b and ii•

(/4 The first three terms in the expansion of the power of the
binomial are 625, 3500, 7350 respectively. Find them.

25. If in the expansion of (I -f-x)", the filth term be four times the
fourth term and the fourth term he six times the third term. Find the
value of n and x.

ANSWERS
1. 2030
3. [Hint. ('Co+"Clx-l-"Ck X 1 ± ... +

[(1 -s-x)"]==(l -J-x)7"
"c0 +'"C 1x + 2Cx2 -I-... H- '"Cf

Put x:_ I oil 	 sides.]
4. [Hint. We have

(x + a)n_ "C0x"+C,A-' 'a -I- r.CVO_2(I2_1.,IC,.3a3

-_	 (.v- (1)'1_ ('C0x" -} n c,	 2O2 + .-

-4 C3x" 3az' + )
Changing a to --a, we get

(x-a)'- - (Cox"+"C1x" 2a2-f .. )

— ('C,x"a "C,x"a3 4-...)
(x+a)" P-f Q

and	 (x—a=rP_Q
Multiplying (3) and (4), in terms of P and Q

(x2_a2)n=P2.__Q1

Squaring and subtracting (3) and (4), we get
(x-f-a)2"-(x- a)2n 4PQJ

(2)
(3)
(4)
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5. 924 (G/• 6. i)	 --252, (ii) ;-,T)-2X

189
7. (I)	 .-.-.x'7, -- x', (ii) S5.' y1 , - I (39x'3 y5

16

8	 'C2 (-i;--) ' 	" c•1 (--)

. [Ilitit.	 (1 --- 3x	 3,2	 v 3 ) 2 " .[(	 )2J2	
-( 1— x)6'

'[here are 6': - - I terms so (3i f-I )tli tc.rrn s the middle terni.
10. k	 - 1	 II.. (i) 4th term,	 (ii) 6th,	 .	 ( iii) 6th term, 2268.
14. 7th term, 1920 xy3	 15. (1) 9 C3 & b6 , (ii) 20C102'°,

(iii) J5 C	1 'C,	 (iv)

16. (a) k	
9

(1)) ii -- 55.	 17.
2-	

r=7.

18. [1-lint. Grouping the term as
((ax— by) ±cz)9

The term with z I will be 9 C I (tJX —y)5(cz)'.

The term containing x2y3 will be 5 C3 (ax) 2 ( —. by)
_5x4x3 

a2x2h2y
3x2x 1

Hence the coefficient of xy3z .t j

9 C4(— l0a2b) c- ----1260 a2bc4j
19. (a) ((lint. (I +3x) 4(l —x)3 =(1 + 12x+54x2 1- 108x3+81x1)

x (1 —3x-3x—x3).
Mult i plying the two factors oil 	 R.H.S. and collecting the term in

x5 ill 	 product, we get the coefficient of x
=(81)(-3)+(t08)(3) +54(— 1)=27

20. [Hint	 2+'C,=_2flFiC'r+i

r + r -1-1 = 2n +1	 .. rn.

22. r=6.	 23. (i) n==6, (ii) p=2, q=1.

24. (a) a-=l, b==2, ii=7, (6) (5+7).	 25. 11=11, x=2

104 BINOMIAL THEOREM WITH ANY INDEX
We illustrate these with reference to the simplest form of expressions

(I -x) 1 " and (1 — W n frotn which other binomials can be reduced Lie
two such expansions are (1) with a fractional index and (ii) w 7idl a nega-
tive index, e.g.,

(1 X)_ 2 =(_	l 2x + 3x 2 4 r'
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In each of these series the number of terms are infinite. The general
form of expansion which can be uscd in the first case is

	

n(n ---1 )	 n(n--- 1 )(n —2)

 1.2.3
X 4

If we put	 for n, in that case the above expansion will take the

following form:

hi

1 
-	 1.2 1.2.3

Now, if the index is negative, the general form of the expansion is

1 _p(—n)x--. (__?I)(
	1.2	 1.2.3

Example 26. Expand (I—x)3 I 2 up to four terms.

Solution. (I—x)"' — l+	 (—x) + 2

3(3

)(-_2) (—x)+...1.2.3
33
r X+Tx2+X3j..,

Example 27. Expand (2+3x) 4 up to four terms.

\-
Solution. (2-13x)-4=24( 11- 3x--)

(-4)(-5)

	

4[1+(.4)( )+	
) 2

(-4)(---5)(--6)/3x ".

	

+ 3	 )+...]

==-(1_6x	
)

Remark. The general term of the expansion can be obtained by
the formula:

n(n—l)(n--2)......(n—r+1)
(r+ 1)th tcrm= —	 r	

Xr.

Ex-ample 28. Find the general term of the expansion of(J_x)-.

Solution. The (r+ l)th term=	
3)(— 4)(— 	 (T±±i_1)	 X)r

r!

=(-
1)	 (r	 )(	 lyxr
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--(--- 
1)34405..(r+2)

I.2.3...,r

(r+_l)(±21 
x

1.2

Remark. Students should remember the following expansions

0 -x) 2 = 1 -I 2x+3x 2 + 4x2 + ... - -(r 1)x'±...

(1--x)-- 1+3x 1, 6.3±10x3-F,.,1±_.+...

Example 29. Using Binomial theorem, find the value of /126 to
four decimal, p/aces.

Solution.	 J126=(l26) '

	

=(125)	 I +J 3 	 5[1+00081

I ± X 0003	 X (0008)1

(neglecting the other terms)

2/125 5[l + 0002666 —00000711] 5(1002659]

=5Q13295 -50133

(correct up to four places of decimal)

Example 30. Find the value of (630) 1 1 4 correct to five places of
decimal,

Solution. The number nearest to 630 which IS the fourth power of
whole number 25 is 625. Thus

(630)	 (625+5)	 (625)4[ I +

5(1 -0008)

[ 1, (P'()o8)+ 2	 (0i)0X)2+... 1
s[l +0002-_(0000064)+...1

5 1 1 '002-- 0'00006]= 5 x 1001994
5009970, correct to live decimal places.
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Example 31. Extract the fifth root of 244 correct to the three places
of decInai

-I-

Solution.  (244)	 r (243+1) 5 [243 (i +)1T

_r3[l I]T
If 4

2

3H 1 1 2 1

=

1	 8	 1

=3 1---(OOl234)-- -(000005)

=3+0-00247-0'000004= 3-002466
Example 3. Find the coefficient of x 1 ° in (lie expansion of

1 4- 2x
(1-2x)'

Solution.
(1

-(1 ±2x)[1 + 2(2x)+3(2x)' +... + 10(2x) 0 +1 1(2x)1+
r=(1 ±2x)[1 +4X-I--12x'± ...+ 10.2.x -- 1 1.2°.x'°-f-

Required coeflicient==I I.2°±2.I0.2-2l5O4
Example 33. Find the coefficient of x" in the expansion of

(l+x+x+x+x+...... )f3 where J x I <1.
[I.C.W.A. June, 19901

Solution. We have
(1 +x+x2+X+.\4+ ..... . )213

.,2I3
) 11=() =(1_x)	 =(1—X)-tI3

 

il+(-X)
'	 2

=I+()(—X)+L3X_—i--i)
2!

+(	 )( 2

- 3!

	

(— )( -4 —1 )(	 —2 )(--L- 
__) (—x)+— 

4!
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+43)X

	

2!	
X

(2 \f5 ' 8
-i—A_i(--)(—)

	4 	 x4+ ......
!

Coefficient of x " in the expansion of
(I ±X+f+x8-f-X4f.

	

...... )113	 give by
/ 2 'ç 5 '( 8 'y 11

...to 
n factors

2.5.8.11	 (3n— 1)
-

Example 34. If X is very small compared to 1, prove that

= 5x nearly

	

(14-x)+/JT	 6

Solution. The given expansion

.(3 ( . X)(1— 	 x)

(1 ±x)-(li.x)2	 (1 +x)( 1+	 X)
(neglecting the other terms)

2---x 

( i_ j . x )( i — - -  x ), omitting other terms

—1
- -i.-	

4X1X

Example 35. Find the first three terms of

11(I+x)/1±4x
assuming the validity of the expansion in ascending powers of x.

Solutio. Given expansion =(1 +x)(l -4- 4x)'
(--2)x (-2)(--2-1)

2!	 I

	

(-)x	 (	 )(--I)
I ! - +	 I	 (4x2)+
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ignoring higher powers of x
=1-4x+ 1 3x2 +	 .

EXERCISE (III)

1. Express (4+3x)2_(1_x)

as a series of ascending powers of x up to and including the term in X.

2. Expand	 up to the term containing x 6 when x<3.

3. Find the coefficient of Xe in the expansion of 3x2-2
X+xa

, Find the coefficient of x 1 in the expansion of(l—x+x2)3.

5. Product in thousand kilograms of a certain firm in first, second,
third, etc. weeks is the same as the coefficient of fist, second, third, etc.,
powers of x in the expansion of(l+X)(l—x). Find the production in the
sixth week.

6. If x is small, show that
_1_	 I

(1-2x) 2 .(1f) 2
—1 -=4+2x (approx.)

(1 -x) 2—(1-i-x) 2

7. Evaluate the following:

(1) (103)" to 4 places of decimal.
(ii) (998)118 to 5 places of decimal.

8. Evaluate	 up to 4 decimal places.
,/1 28

ANSWERS

1	 i_.+_ Z: . 3. —1; 4. 18, 5. 13, 8. 022046.

105. SUMMATION OF A SERIES

We can find approximate value of a series if it is on lines of the

expansion. of the binomial. We know (1 +x)= 1 +nx+

If xis small compared to 1, we find that term which get smaller and
smaller and we take I as the first approximation of the value of (1 +x)
and (I +nx) as a second approximation etc. The following examples wilt
illustrate.
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Example 36. Find the sum of the infinite series:
212.5	 1	 2.5.8 1

Solution. Comparing the given series with the expansion

	

(14.x)=1+nx±±.x2+	 we have

n(n_J) 
2 2.5	 1

1.2 x	 3.6 2

From (I), wegetx= -

Substituting the value of x in (2), we have

n(n-1)	 1	 2.5	 1
2	 9n23.62

n — i	 5
n	 2= -, :,e. 2':— 2 - 5n

2
3

and from (1), we get

Hence the given series==(1 +x)'= I --L 213
-

=2112

Example 37. Sum the following series:
5	 5,7	 5.7.9

2+— + m+Ti- +....
Solution. The given series is

	

+I +-L . , + I., .
( 1)2	

,]
Comparing the series in the bracket with the expansion

(1+x)=1+nx+fQTPX2+..., we have

nx=1
n(n-1) ,_ 5

2	 .x__i.

.(2)
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I
From (I), we get x= -

Ii

11(n -- !)	 1	 5
Subs tituting in (2), we get 	 2

=	

2n6'' 6n-6== IOn

corn (I), we get x=— -4-
Hence the given series

(2) 2
=	 2 —(3)3'23V3

/	 1.3	 1,3.5	 1.3.5.7
Example 38. If	 -- +j- +36Q+369j2 +

prove that	 y2+2yL2=0

Solution. The given series may be written as

r	 1	 1.3	 1.3.5

'4L	 --- -

Comparing the series in the bracket with

(l+x)l+nx+ 2 U .X2+ ,.., we have
1.

nx—

"(n— I)	 1.3and	
1.2

Solving for n and x, we get
1	 2ii - - ---- and x-----.

y(1+x)_1( 1_)2_13_1

y4-1=/3

(y + 1)'=3

y-f-2y-2-0.

(1)

(2)
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Example 39. Sum the series

/	 1.4	 1.4.7
1± T X	 x3+

Solution. Let the given series be identical with

(1+y)'=H

Equating the second and third terms in the two Series, we get

try = 4
n(n-1)	 1.4

and
2!	 3.6

From (2), we get y-7-. Substituting this value of  in (3), we get

n(n-1)	 x 1 12
2	 9n18

n - 1

n-1=4n

1I-- -

3	 x-
3"	 3. (	 I

3

Hence thc sum of the given series
=(1+y)=(1—x)''3

Example 40. If a and b are values of the second and third terms

	

respectively in the expansion of (14	 prove that

a2	a2- 2f,
and x==----

a

Solution. We know that

+ftV+ 2!

We are given	 flx=a
n(n—l) 2and	 __pX -1)

Dividing (2) by the square of (1), we get
n(n— 1)	 X1	 b	 n—I	 b
2!nxa22fla2
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a2,i —a'==r2bn	 or fl(a 2 — 2h)-__ 4

a2
*

	From (1), we get	 2b.
fl	 a

EXERCISE (IV)

1. Sum the following series

(a) 3	 3'5 _
1-

 3.5.7

(b) 1+2.--+3.4J -F...

	

2	 2.5	 2.5.8(C)

(d) 1+-- --4.

2. Find the sum of the series to infinity

(a)	 3	 3.5 3.5.7

(b)l+- . - 4.
(C) 1+ 4- . -•
(d)

	3 	 1.4(_L)2_ 2 1.4.7	 3 \(e) 1+- 	
.2.3	 (f6+...

3. Prove that

V2[i+JL3	
i

4. Prove that

1.3	 1.3.5	 1.3.5.7
36+369+2+...004 nearly.
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5. Sum the following series

5	 5.7	 5.709
±39F36912+-

[Hitt. The given series may be written ts

r35 3••'

	

ir(	 3	 1	 3.5	 1	 )

	

iLt	 (T)i (-s-) k...
[s2 II

2	 312
	Here S(I _x)(	

)3I2

3/3-2

	

c0	 3

ANSWERS

1. (a) 2V2, (b) .-, (C) (i±-)	
, 

(d) 41 3

2. (a)	 , (b)	 (c) 
()3

(1) 5tf	
(e) (4f5)213

3. [Hint. The series in the bracket can be proved by

(i)2VO4v2]
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